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In this work some aspects of railway investments such as rolling�stock procurement algorithm,

optimal securities portfolio, influence on investment project results, and comparative analysis of

different investment ways are taken into consideration.

The choice of this or that form of capital

investments financing in the sphere of railway

transportation is possible only upon a completed

detailed comparative analysis of various forms,

taking into account the specificity of the branch.

Each block of the given scheme has a certain

algorithm of calculation and at the output it gives

data for the following block. Moreover, the blocks

are closely connected among themselves; in some

cases they even are interconnected. For exam�

ple, the block of “Condition of financing” is in�

terconnected with the block of “Calculation of

the budget of movement of money resources”.

On the one hand, the repayment of the main sum

of the debt on leasing, the bank loan and the

interest on long�term financing are reflected in

the budget of movement of money resources. On

the other hand, cash breaks that occur in the

budget of movements of money resources influ�

ence the sums of the short�term loans involved.

We shall study in details the algorithm of work

of each of the blocks of the given scheme.

The block of “Marginal profitability”. At the

input there is information on the routes of rolling

stock use and the discounts given, at the output

there is either the parameter of marginal profit

per car per day (for projects without export trans�

portations), or the parameters of marginal profit

of export and internal transportations per car

per day, and also empty and loaded (export and

internal) car tariff per car per day.

The block of “Initial data”. At the input

there are the parameters of marginal profitabil�

ity and the information received through practi�

cal experience (cost of railcars repair and mis�

cellaneous costs). At the output there is adapt�

ed data for the block of “Condition of financ�

ing“ (terms of credit, leasing, interest rates for

credit and leasing, etc.), “Calculation of incomes”

(the information about marginal profitability and

the factor of useful railcars use), “ Calculation

of depreciation charges “ (the information on

the schedule of cars delivery, normative terms

of amortization, initial cost of the permanent

assets, etc.), “Calculation of constants, vari�

ables and miscellaneous costs” (cost and peri�

ods of repairs, insurance, information services,

etc.), “Calculation of sensitivity of the invest�

ment project”, “Comparative analysis of vari�

ous forms of investments”. In the block of “Ini�

tial data” the consolidation of the information

necessary for the subsequent calculations is

carried out. Also there is adaptation, forecast�

ing and calculation of some initial data for fur�

ther calculations, the forecast of return and over�

heads rates, cost of repairs, etc in view of in�

flation and the update on return rates on the

factor of useful use that takes into account

downtime for repairs.

The factor of useful use is calculated with

formula (1):
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where: N � the park of rolling stock in use dur�

ing the given period; T � the duration of the
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� the duration of technical

(3 days), garage (4 days) and capital re�

pairs (7 days), accordingly; б
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 � the factor

of other non�productive times;

In practice the factor of useful use of cars

varies between 0,97 � 0,99.

Estimating the investments for a project

realized with the help of leasing requires the

calculation of interest rate on leasing as well.

Theoretically, this rate does not exist. As a rule,

leasing companies give the leaseholder the in�
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formation on leasing payments without disclos�

ing the rate. But it is possible to calculate the

rate independently, knowing the cost of the pur�

chased property and the size of advance pay�

ment with formula (2):

     ,      (2)

Where: n � the validity of the contract on leas�

ing, years; ∑ЛП � the sum of leasing pay�

ments for all the period of leasing contract;

СИ � the cost of the leased property; А � the

advance payment.

In practice the rate on leasing is calculated

with the help of extrapolation of the data of a

previous period since the changes in leasing pay�

ments have insignificant and predicted character.

The block of “Condition of financing”. At

the inputfrom the block of “Initial data” there are

the parameters of leasing, long�term and short�

term credits, and also the cumulative monetary

stream from the block of “Calculation of the bud�

get of movement of money resources “for the

definition of volumes the attracted short�term

credits. At the output there is the schedule of

repayment of credits and the leasing debt, inter�

est payments for the formation of operational

(interest payments, etc.), investment (advance

payments on leasing, etc.) and financial (attrac�

tion and repayment of credits) monetary streams

in the block of “ Calculation of the budget of

movement of money resources “, and also inter�

est payments in the block of “ Calculation of the

budget of incomes and charges “ and the initial

data for the block of “ Calculation of the VAT “.

The block of “Calculation of depreciation

charges”. At the input there is the description of

the acquired property and the ways of financing

taken from the blocks of “the Initial data” and

“Conditions of financing”. In the block itself there

is quarterly calculation of depreciation charges

and residual cost of the acquired property. On

the output there is the schedule of simple (for

the purposes of book keeping) and accelerated

(for the purposes of tax account) amortization

for the blocks of “ Calculation of the budget of

incomes and charges “, “ Conditions of financ�

ing “, “ Calculation of the VAT “ (at leasing).

The block of “Calculation of incomes”. At

the input there are the parameters of income

per car per for export and internal transporta�

tion taken from the block of “ Initial data “, at

the output there is the data for the block of

“Calculation of the budget of incomes and charg�

es” about the incomes on export and internal

transportations generated by the acquired park

of rolling stock, distributed per car per quarter.

The block of “Calculation of constants, vari�

ables and miscellaneous costs”. On � the input

from the block “the Initial data” account rates

on the car in day. At the output � the data in the

block “Calculation of the budget of incomes and

charges” about constants, variables and mis�

cellaneous costs for 1 car in a quarter.

The block of “Calculation of the budget of

incomes and charges”. At the input there is

data from the blocks of “Calculation of depreci�

ation charges”, “Calculation of constant vari�

ables and miscellaneous costs” and “Calcula�

tion of incomes” that is needed to form the

budget of incomes and charges, and also to

calculate the profit tax (the latter being espe�

cially important in case of investment project

implementation with the help of leasing). At the

output there is the data on the profit tax for the

block of “Calculation of the budget of move�

ment of money resources”, the data for the block

of “Calculation of the VAT”. The latter block is

the basis for calculating the budget of incomes

and charges per car per day. The block of “Bud�

get of incomes and charges per car per day”

has great value for analysts, but is not connect�

ed with the calculation of monetary streams.

The block of “Calculation of the VAT”. At

the input there is the data on the operations

subject to VAT from the blocks of “Condition

of financing”, “Budget of incomes and charg�

es” and “Depreciation charges”. Calculation of

the VAT is one of the most complex blocks in

the algorithm of investment analysis. Here it is

necessary to take into account not only the norms

of Russian legislation, but also the practice of

its use by fiscal bodies and companies.

According to clause 176 of the Tax Code of

Russian Federation the compensation of VAT on

export operations “is made not later than three

months from day of submission of the tax decla�

ration specified in item 6 of clause 164 of the

present Code and the documents stipulated by

clause 165 of the present Code by the tax bear�

er”. However in practice due to the problems

with collecting the necessary documentation, the
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refusals of tax bodies in compensation and the

subsequent legal actions the compensation of the

export VAT takes place within one year.

As the acquired rolling stock can be intend�

ed for use both on internal and on export trans�

portations the compensation factors
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are used for the distribution of internal and ex�

port VAT
.
. Thus щ
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=1. The calculation

of factors is done with formulas (3), (4):
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Where: Д
ВН 

� the income on internal transporta�

tions; Д
ЭКСП 

� the income on export trans�

portations.
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The general scheme of VAT calculation is

shown in Figure 3 (fig. 3).

At the output there is data on the VAT on

compensation or payment in the block of “Bud�

get of movement of money resources”.

The block of “Calculation of the budget of

movement of money resources and a free mon�

etary stream”. At the input there is data from

the blocks of “Calculation of the budget of in�

comes and charges”, “Calculation of the VAT”

and “Conditions of financing” on receipts and

leavings on operational, investment and finan�

cial activity during project implementation. At

the output there is a forecast of monetary

streams for own and invested capital for the

block of “Estimation of efficiency of invest�

ments”. The block of “Calculation of the budget

of movement of money resources” is the key

one for the project. The monetary stream on

own capital is designed in the block. It is the

basis for the estimation of sensitivity and the

comparative analysis of the investment project.

The block of “Estimation of efficiency of

investments”. At the input there is data from

the block of “Calculation of the budget of move�

ment of money resources” on the monetary

stream on own capital, and also the data on the

value of the rate of discounting taken from the

block of “Initial data”. At the output there are

such parameters of investment project efficien�

cy as pure discounted income, internal norm of

profitability, discounted and simple period of

investment project recoupment.

The block of “Calculation of sensitivity of

the investment project”. At the input there is

data about the stream on own capital and the

parameters of efficiency of the investment

project from the blocks of “Calculation of the

budget of movement of money resources” and

“Estimation of efficiency of investments” after

modifications in the block of “Initial data”. The

given block is designed for studying the influ�

ence of various factors on the parameters of

investment project efficiency. The calculation of

sensitivity is supposed to be carried out con�

sistently concerning the changeable initial char�

acteristics (for example, the cost of rolling

stock, the average income per car per day) and

the ways of financing. The importance of the

block lies in the definition of critical conditions

when an investment project becomes inefficient.

Sometimes the dependence of pure discount�

ed income on the cost of rolling stock has non�

linear character. The reason lies in the need to

attract short�term credits to cover cash breaks.

So, until the volume of the involved short�term

credit is either minimal or absent, the depen�

dence remains linear.

As a rule, the analysis of influence of such

factor as the income per car per day on the

efficiency of the investment project shows that

leasing has greater safety factor in comparison

with the credit.

The block of “Comparative analysis of var�

ious forms of financing of investments”. At the

input there is data from the block of “ Calcula�

tion of the budget of movement of money re�

sources on a monetary stream on own capital “

and also from the block of “Initial data” (the

value of the discount rate).

Having estimated the sensitivity of the in�

vestment project to the outside factors in vari�

ous forms of financing, it is important to define

those margin values when the credit becomes

more suitable form of financing than leasing,

and on the contrary.

Margin value can be found if the following

condition is true: кредитлизинг ЧДДЧДД = . For

this purpose it is possible to find boundary

conditions, for example for such factors as the

interest rate on credit and leasing. The given

conditions do not remain at the initial level while

all other parameters of the investment project

remain unchanged.

It was noticed that the growth of interest

rate on the credit, for example by 1 %, results

in the same change in pure discounted income,
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as well as the growth of the rate on leasing by

0,33 %. The given fact shows, in the process

of investment project implementation the growth

of the interest rate on leasing doesn’t have such

negative effect on the investment project as the

growth of interest rates on the credit. The rea�

son for the phenomenon is the greater duration

of a leasing contract in comparison with credit

and the reduction of real (not nominal) payments

due to discounting monetary streams. The de�

pendence of credit interest rates and leasing

interest rates is shown in Figure 6.

The dependence of the rate on leasing on

changes in the credit interest rate provided that

pure discounted income of the project implement�

ed with the help of leasing is equal to pure dis�

counted income of the project implemented with

the help of credit is described by formula (5):

                baxy += ,                  (5)

Where y � the interest on leasing; x � the inter�

est on the credit.

The graph  can be considered a

straight line which divides the plane into two

half planes one of which is the half plane of

priority of the credit, and the other is the half

plane of priority of leasing.

The analysis above also suits other factors.

As we see from the research results it is

necessary make an algorithm to calculate the

efficiency of the investment project. Thus it is

impossible to use some uniform approach for

any branch and any kind of economic activities

as it is necessary to take into account the spec�

ificity of each investment project.

Thus a simple calculation of project efficien�

cy with various forms of financing is insuffi�

cient. The analysis of investment project sensi�

tivity with various forms of financing and the

comparative analysis of the used forms of fi�

nancing are necessary. Without it the company

risks to choose the form of financing effective

only with a “unique” combination of factors, but

extremely sensitive to the changes in external

conditions. The model offered by the author al�

lows to minimize the given risks to estimate

efficiency of the investment project in dynamics.
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